Tyler’s EnerGov™ Business Management suite helps your community to grow by expediting and automating the administration of licensing and regulatory review, approval, issuance, renewal, revenue collection, investigation, or enforcement processes. Departments or agencies that may benefit include business licensing, professional and occupational licensing, alcohol control, revenue collection, business tax, regulated services, environmental control, fire and industrial compliance, and more. EnerGov has the power to deliver the functionality you need by coalescing all regulatory agencies involved.

**Business Management Suite**

**Improve Efficiencies and Manage Centrally**

EnerGov’s Enterprise Server framework includes Enterprise Contacts Manager (ECM), which was specifically designed to serve as a single point of entry for all regulatory business modules, details, actions, and events. From management of regulatory compliance cases to tracking constituent requests and renewing or applying for a license, EnerGov simplifies the process.

**Flexible Approach to Regulatory Workflow Management**

EnerGov’s Business Management suite enhances your operation with unparalleled flexibility by automating your organization’s comprehensive licensing and regulatory requirements. Superior configurability options allow government agencies to determine the appropriate licenses and cases to track, as well as identify associated details related to the agency’s specific regulatory requirements. Even the most complex workflow cycles are no challenge!

**Investigative and Enforcement Processes Automated**

EnerGov’s Business Management Suite automates your investigation and enforcement processes, resource allocations, and regulatory review routing to centrally connect and simplify operations. Your agency can expect to increase efficiency while recognizing a significant ROI.

**Connect Disparate Departments, Agencies, and Citizens**

EnerGov’s Business Management suite empowers agencies to better connect departments, external agencies, processes, commercial entities, citizens, and services. A central database helps foster increased collaboration, communication, and efficiency to make a positive impact on your bottom line.

**Modules:**

- Regulatory Review
- Business Management
- Professional License Management
- Inspections & Investigation
- Request Management
- Enforcement Case Management

Automate and synchronize services, increase flexibility and communication, and connect your regulatory partners at an unprecedented level with Tyler Technologies’ industry-leading software — the EnerGov Business Management Suite.

For more information, visit www.tylertech.com or email info@tylertech.com